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Invent Long Term Future
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Know Yourself

. Your S&C
. Your teams S&C
. Business S&C
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Find The Answer

- Window of opportunity
- Your strengths meet Market want
- Your strengths meet Competitor weaknesses
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Paint a Compelling Picture

. Describe the opportunity
. Why, what & how
. Benefits to all
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Build Commitment

- Real world problems
- Emotional Cycle of Change
- Recommitment
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Respond to Present Reality

. Not react
. Reaction is habitual
. Response thoughtful
Master Inner Stillness

- Eye of the storm
- Stillness creates power
- The calm in the storm
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Invent Your Future Daily
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CALL US
1-310-453-6556

FOLLOW US
in
Conceive Your Future

- Review To Do Lists
- Review Calendar
- Gut Feelings
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Time for Reflection

. Sit quietly
. Notice your feelings
. Notice images
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Sort By Priority

- Those import
- Those urgent
- Schedule import/urgent first
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Envision Steps

. See each step
. Build a schedule
. Take action
Thank you for attending Preparing Your Thought For The Day

Click Here to contact our Featured Guest directly.

Click on this link to sign up for our upcoming Open Line: 5 Steps to Hiring Abroad – Global Strategic Thinking
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